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*These sizes are uncommon.

Problem:: Work splinters when the bit exits.
Solution:: Back up work with scrap. 

Problem:: Bit catches against sides of hole 
and pulls work from your hands.
Solution:: Secure workpiece to the table. 
Use a slower drill speed.

Problem:: Bit wanders; hole isn't centered.
Solution:: Mark center with punch and use 
bit with lead point; drill pilot hole first; 
feed bit slowly until tip cuts.

Problem:: Sides of hole are rough.
Solution:: Use a clean and sharp bit; 
reduce feed rate; increase drill speed; use 
appropriate bit for wood type. 

Problem:: Bit slips in drill chuck.
Solution:: Tighten chuck; clean chuck; 
deburr shank of bit.

Problem:: Bit wobbles in chuck.
Solution:: Bit not centered in jaws or has 
a burr on the shank. Rechuck bit or deburr 
shank with file.

Problem:: Drill bit burns wood.
Solution:: Use a clean and sharp bit; clear 
bit of wood chips often; reduce drill speed 
and feed rate. 

Problem:: Flutes clog with chips.
Solution:: Clean flutes and polish lips. 
Remove bit during cut to allow chips 
to clear.

Optimum speed may vary considerably depending on density of 
wood and force applied to feed bit. Speeds in charts represent 
starting point.

SUGGESTED BRAD-POINT BIT SPEEDS
Bit Diameter        Revolutions Per Minute (RPM)

(inches) Hardwood        Softwood
1, 000 
950 
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750
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600
400
350
300
250
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SUGGESTED FORSTNER BIT SPEEDS
Bit Diameter        Revolutions Per Minute (RPM)

(inches) Hardwood        Softwood
1, 000
975 1,950
950 1,900
925 1,850
900
850 1,700
800 1,600
750
700 1,400
600 
500 
350 700
300 600
250 
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Source: "The Woodworking Handbook" by Tom Begnal (Betterway Books)
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Spade Bit
Best used for speed 
when accuracy is not 
an issue. Used for 
holes ranging from ¬" 
to 1¬" diameter and 
with a slower drilling 
speed. Brad tip 
prevents bit from 
wandering. Lip cuts 
hole to final diameter 
and works similar to 
plane blade, shearing 
material. A spade 
can make nearly 
flat-bottomed holes. 
Can be started at 
an angle.

Forstner Bit
Used for clean, 
accurate holes ranging 
in size from ¬" to 2" 
diameter and with a 
slower drill speed. 
Shorter brad tip 
allows for nearly 
perfect flat-bottomed 
holes. Lip edge shears 
away material; cutting 
lip at perimeter cleanly 
defines outer edge 
of hole. Can be 
started at an angle. 
Better choice for 
woodworking. 

Twist Bit
Designed to drill 
metal, frequently used 
for woodworking, too. 
Can be tricky to get 
the bit started in the 
exact spot required.

Brad-point Bit
Pointed tip allows 
drill to start into 
wood without 
wandering, 
guaranteeing an 
accurate hole. Spur 
tips cut a cleaner 
hole, and reduce 
splintering on the 
hole's entry point 
and tear-out on the 
back side. Can be 
started at an angle. 
Better choice for 
woodworking.

Twist Brad-point Spade forstner
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Common Drilling Problems
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